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Subject: English Language  

Date: 29.3.-2.4.2021.  

Grade: IV 

Lesson: 2    Module: 8 

Unit 8: Kindness matters 

 

Text: The Kindness Offensive  

Dummy  it , Making an effort  (SB  pages 60/61, WB pages 48/49)- REVISION  

 

Modal verbs  

Put a Little Love in Your Heart by Annie Lenox  with Al Green  ( song analysis) 

Writing –life facts  

 

Hello, ladies and gentlemen! 

Here we are again ! 

The school  still works ! 
 

You have been already informed  about the way  we shall teach and learn. 

 

We are here to share and gain knowledge.  

 

Do not worry- this time , there will be more reading and music, less writing !!! 

 

Let us revise some things   :  if you know the answer  without looking into your NB, books, 

then we did a really good job. 

1) How many people  founded “The Kindness Offensive”? 

2) What was their fist act of kindness? 

3) What do they donate to people? 

4) The name of a typical  bus  used in London ?  

5) Write  synonymous  words/expressions  : 

put one on the other , in a pretty messy way= 

contagious = 

finally = 

illness, state of not being  healthy=  

without pattern = 

find the solution by attempting to do smth , making mistakes and trying again= 

do smth without a real wish, willingness  = 

  

give opposite words/expressions:   

trust≠ 

behave ≠ 

usual≠ 

fake ≠ 

ceiling ≠ 

 

6) Rewrite using DUMMY IT :  

Being kind to people is fun.  =  It is ….. 

Giving  things  to people for free is crazy. = It is …… 

Leaving  homes after 8 p.m  is  dangerous.  = It is  …. .  
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 ( write these into NB, then check it later, please  … )  

 

I shall remind you , just once more,  how to do your English these days: 

 

Please, I would like you to  do several things, concerning our classes in the following few 

months  :  

1) Write the date of your class into your notebooks ( day you were  supposed to have 

English in the week we stopped going to school), 

2) Follow my instructions, slowly and clearly, if I ask you to write/think about/ find  

something -  do it, please  

3) Keep clear recrds of the lessons  and do your HW ( I told you, teachers are 

boring- but nobody is perfect) , as later on  it  will be used  in assessment of  your 

work and knowledge )   

4) The key to exercises will be given next week 

5) NB- notebook, T-teacher, S-student, WB-workbook, SB-students’ book 

 

 

KEY for last week HW : Please , check your HW carefully!!! 

p. 60. 1b)  

1) They live in North London. 

2) They carry out random  acts of kindness  for total strangers.  

3) He thinks people  are taught  to mistrust  each other.  

4) People didn’t think they were genuine.  

5) They think  they are treated badly.  

  

p.61. 2 a)  

½ ) It  is …to 

 

2c)  It is  fun to be kind to people.    It is important to  help other people..  

It is crazy to  give things to  people  for fre.    It’s normal to be a  bit suspicious sometimes.  

 

3a)a bit half-hearted /struggling/trial and error/ find it easy/get a lot out of it/ do it properly  

3b)  struggled/ half-hearted/  didn’t find it easy / go to great lengths /trial and 

error/did..properly/  get a lot out of it  

 

Key to WB exercises, p 48/49  
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Keep it in mind,  you  are advised to do your HW regularly,  fill in your SBs and WBs, 

NBs,  as it will be the  tool to assess  your work and knowledge…  
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Modal verbs –review  
 

You have to stay home  after 8 p .m. 

We can learn and visit museums online, but we can’t  sit in a cafè  these days.  

They should keep calm and  control their fear.  

We must  trust each other. 

You might  be tired.  

 

What are modals in these sentences ? _____( underlined )  

What do we know about modals already ?  

1) modals   + infinitive  ( without to ) ( only HAVE TO , OUGHT TO ) ( uvijek 

praceni infinitivom )  

2)  modals have no infinitive,  no continuous , no  passive form,  no –s endings  

3) Questions- inversion 

4) Negative  -adding not  

 

Check your knowledge and find the mistakes ( common  mistakes made by Ss )  

1) I must to go. 

2) She doesn’t  can  come to my party. 

3) He might plays the piano.  

4) Do I must do my HW? 

 

( Write these sentences and rules into  your NB, please )  

 

Obvious and funny mistakes to you, aren’t they?  

1) No  to,         2) can’t     3 ) play    4 )  Must I do  

 

Do exercises  6 b, c, d   and 7 into your   SBs.  

 

Put a Little Love in Your Heart by Annie Lenox  with Al 

Green  ( song analysis) 
 

Have you ever heard of Annie Lenox?  

 

I know that many of you do not listen to that kind of music, but even more chalanging, isn’t 

it?  

 

A  task to  investigate 

 

1) Write several sentences  about Annie Lenox and  Al Green  into your NB ( from your 

books, and  search the net…they are both legendary singers of the 20th century ). 

2) Find the song on you tube , listen to it, put the verses in order     8 a)   and  b)  

3) Fill in ex.  8c) and  8 d)  

4) Listen to this song several times !!!!  Listen to music made by these artists! Feel 

something different !  

 

WB      HW :   p.  50 /51  
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WB , p. 51 , ex.  5c-  Al Green’s  biography… 
  

 

That is all for this week. 
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Revise units  7-8   for next class. There  will probably be some 

kind of  checkout  the week after next.  

 

Sending  your works to your teachers on the day you have English 

classes, is the best thing !!! 
 

We are  realy proud of our  students. 

 

DO NOT FORGET- LEARN TO FINISH OUR QUIZ AND GET THE PRIZES!!! 

GOOD LUCK!! 

 

 

   

  HERE ARE SOME OF YOUR  WIRTINGS :, different ideas, thoughts, language 

management , vocabulary, but they are  definitely worthy to be read! 

 

1) WE ARE ENCOUREGED TO HELP EACH OTHER  

 

Being there for someone when that person is in a troubling state is a very noble 

thing to do. However, many people  wonder which moment of opportunity is 

theirs to act on and help as opposed to seeing every chance as such. 

It is believed that the world is going downhill and that there are no good role 

models and people to trust. Comparisons between people are made stating that 

they are less bad than some others, trying to find an excuse for their 

imperfection. A few know better. Their efforts are focused on being inspired and 

encouraged by a small handful of people, things, acts and words that shines with 

the light of truth, while not letting themselves be negatively affected by anything 

else. 

So, even though there are not a lot of experiences that motivate to do well  to 

others and yourself, a bits of unselfishness are to be found. 

 

2) Everyone is taught to (mis)truts each other 

 
There are many selfish people in the world that are ready to do everything for 

their own sake. That’s why  we are  taught not to  trust  everybody.  

I don’t think that we need to trust  everyone, but I think that friendships and 

emotional relationships are built on honesty and trust. In my case, I have  an 

inner circle of people that I can trust .  And my best friendships are built on 

honesty, there are no secrets between me and my best friends and family.  

I think that teenagers today should be more open with their families. Nobody  

loves us  as our family do, but teenagers sometimes don’t get that. Many 

problems are caused today because teenagers don’t want to speak with their 

friends, parents.  
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I think we should be definitely more open with our parents and best friends, and 

talk about our problems.  However,  we shouldn’t be  direct  and honest to 

everyone , as someone could misestimate our private  facts . I think all of us 

should trust our beloved ones. We need to appreciate honest and trustworthy 

people, there are not many of them nowadays.    

 

3)KINDNESS IS INFECTIOUS 

 

Kindness is as an  infectious disease. It is  an excellent trait to have as 

a human being. Every acts of kindness grows the spirit and 

strengthens the soul. It’s one of the greatest gifts you can give to 

someone.  

If someone doesn’t feel good - be kind to them, you would make their 

day. When you are kind , it  does not only change you, it changes the 

world around you. We have a lot of ways to show kindness: use our 

manners, smile to everyone, help a stranger, etc… 

I think that we should always be kind, because that way we become 

better people  and people around us feel much better, for sure. 

 

4)Kindness is infectious 

        In this day and age, it’s rare to see people treating each other nicely. Random acts of 

kindness are nowhere to be seen. But situations like this current one can prove 

otherwise. Many celebrities remind people watching TV to stay at home. This leads to 

some struggle, especially when it comes to the  elderly, So many young people offered 

themselves to carry their groceries to quarantine they are in. There are a lot of other 

examples like children making protective face masks etc. But why stop there,  when this 

whole crisis is gone. I’m sure that everyone will appreciate people  around them more 

and do randomly little  good things that will make their sky bright again. 

 

5)Everyone is taught to  trust each other 

 

Trust is the act of believing and having the  faith in someone, and 

believing that someone "will do right by you“. Trust is both an 

emotional and logical thing. Everyone in life has experience with 
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mistrusting someone , as it can leave people confused and hurt, 

and sometimes the  relationships can never be the same. The 

most common way to lose someone's trust is lying. Its a failure to 

uphold a promise. But some things shouldn't be broken. Like 

secrets. There should be no reason for a secret to be broken 

unless someone is in danger, in which case only authorities 

should be told. 

 


